
RETURN CODE QUANTITY COMMENT SIZE ARTICLE NO

EMAIL ADDRESS

RETURN CODES

1 Too small
2 Too big
3 Faulty stitching, torn, 
marked, buttons missing. 
4 Delay in delivery, changed 
mind or other
5 Wrong item delivered
6 Item missing
7 Not as online image
8 Quality not as expected 
9 Ordered multiple sizes 
10 Fit not as expected

FILL IN THE CODE THAT 
BEST EXPLAINS THE REA-
SON FOR RETURNING.

RETURN FORM
As a private consumer purchasing products from Lollo & Bernie Shop, you have a 14-days withdrawal period under the 
terms of the Swedish Distance and Doorstep Selling Act. This means that you are entitled to cancel your purchase by 
informing Lollo Bernie Shop of this within 14 days of receiving the order. 

The return terms are not valid if the item has been personalized or modified to meet your specific requirements. You will, 
however, have to pay for the return transport to Lollo Bernie Shoṕ s Customer Care in Dragør, Denmark, if the items have 
been delivered to you. When cancelling your purchase, you will receive a full refund of the product expenses to the credit 
or debit card used to purchase the item provided that the products are in re-sellable condition.

Kindly follow the steps below in order to make a return:
1. Contact Lollo Bernie Shop customer service at: lollobernieshop@airshoppen.com to let us know that you wish to 

return ordered item(s). You have to contact us within 14 days from receiving your order.

2. Fill in the return & claims form 

3. If possible, make sure all products are undamaged, in their original packaging and in re-sellable condition.

4. Send the goods to Lollo Bernie Shop, Handlingsvej Ost 7, Hangar 276, DK-2791 Dragor, Denmark.

You will pay for any freight costs for the returning goods. Note! The consumer carries the transport risk. This means that 
the consumer is liable to pay for any articles lost or damaged in transport. Keep in mind to always ask for a receipt when 
you return goods. This way the shipment can always be traced.

ORDER NUMBER YOUR NAME PHONE NUMBER


